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FUNCTIONS  WITH  A  CLOSED  GRAPH1

IVAN  BAGGS

Abstract. Let X be a T2 Baire space. A set FcX is closed and

nowhere dense in A" if F is the set of points of discontinuity of a

function with a closed graph from X into Rn. Although the con-

verse does not hold in general, it does hold when X is the real line.

1. Introduction. Let X and Y be topological spaces and let / be a

function from X into Y. Put D(f) = {x e X|/is discontinuous at x}./has

a closed graph if {(x,f(x))\x e X} is closed in A'x Y. Rn is used to denote

Euclidean «-space. It is well known (see [3, p. 78]) that in order for fcj

to coincide with the set of points of discontinuity of a real-valued function

on X, it is necessary that F be an F„ set without isolated points. It is shown

in [1] that this condition is also sufficient for a wide class of topological

spaces.

In this note it is shown that if A" is a Baire space which is also Hausdorff

and iff is a function from X into Rn with a closed graph, then D(f) is a

closed and nowhere dense subset of X (Theorem 2). It is also shown that

a set F<= R is closed and nowhere dense in R if and only if there exists a

function/: R->R with a closed graph such that D(f)=F (Theorem 3). This

theorem cannot be extended to arbitrary T2 Baire spaces (Example 2).

2. The main results. The following theorem is known (see for example

[2, p. 228]).

Theorem 1. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let Y be compact. Then

/: A—>-F is continuous if and only if the graph of fis closed.

The following two lemmas will be useful in establishing the main results.

Lemma 1. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let Y be a metric space in

which each bounded set has a compact closure. Iff:X—>-Y is a function with

a closed graph, then D(f) is a closed subset of X.

Proof.    For each xeX, put

m(x) = inf{diam/((7) | U is a neighbourhood of x}.
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Suppose there exists some x e D(f) suchthat m(x) = L, where 0<L<+ 00.

Let e>0, then there exists an open neighbourhood U of x such that

L — £<diam/(C/)<L+£. Hence, foU) is contained in a compact subset

of Y and this implies, by Theorem 1, that f\ U is continuous on U.

However, U is a neighbourhood of x, therefore,/is continuous at x. But

this is impossible, since x e D(f). Therefore, for each x e D(f), to(x) =

+ 00. (If x $ D(f) it is easily seen that œ(x)=0.) Let a e R. Then

{x e X\co(x)<a.} is an open subset of X (see [3, p. 78]). Hence D(f) =

{x e X\w(x)= + co} is a closed subset of X.

Remark 1. Let A" be a Hausdorff space and let/: A—>-Ä" be a function

with a closed graph. Let x e D(f). It follows from the proof of the pre-

ceding lemma that w(x)= + co. Therefore, / is unbounded on every

neighbourhood of x.

Lemma 2. Let X be a Baire space which is Hausdorff. Iff.X^-R"

is a function with a closed graph, then D(f) is a nowhere dense subset of X.

Proof. Suppose there exists an open set i/cXsuch that U^D(f).

It follows from Lemma 1 that f/c D(f). Ü is of second category since,

in a Baire space, a set of first category has no interior (see [2, p. 250]).

For each positive integer m, let Bm={x e D\\fox)\^m}, where |-|

denotes the usual Euclidean norm on Rn.

For each integer m, Bm is closed. Suppose this is not true. Then for

some m there exists x e Bm such that x $ Bm. Let {xx}xeA be a net con-

verging to x such that xx e Bm for all a. e A. Put N={x}V{xx\oi e A}.

Then f(N) <= K, where K is a compact subset of R". Since A is a closed

subset of X and since X is Hausdorff, f\N has a closed graph in Ax AT

(and also in XxRn). Therefore, /|Ais continuous on N, by Theorem 1,

and f\N(xx)^f\Nix). This implies that foxx)^fox). Since \foxx)\^m,
for all a.e A, it follows that \fox)\^m. This contradicts the assumption

that x $ Bm. Hence, for each integer m, Bm is a closed subset of X.

Since U™=i Bm=D and since Ü is of second category in X, it follows

that, for some integer mx, there exists an open set V (open in A) such that

r/c V<^Bm . Again, f\V is a bounded function on V and hencef\V is

continuous on V. This implies that / is continuous at each point of V.

This contradicts the assumption that K<= £/<= Z)(/). Therefore, D(/) is a

nowhere dense subset of X.

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the preceding

two lemmas.

Theorem 2. Let X be a Baire space which is Hausdorff. If f:X^*Rn

has a closed graph, then Dif) is a closed and nowhere dense subset of X.
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In general, closed and nowhere dense subsets of a T2 Baire space cannot

be characterized as the points of discontinuity of a real-valued function

with a closed graph (see Example 2). The next theorem shows this charac-

terization does hold in a special case.

Theorem 3. A set FCR is closed and nowhere dense if and only if

there exists a function f.R-^-R such that f has a closed graph and D(/)=F.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from Theorem 2.

Conversely, if F= 0 , the theorem is immediate. So, we may assume that

F^0- Fc=Uñ=i4, where InC\Im=0, if njtm, and In = ian,bn), for

«=1, 2, • • • . For each n, let mn be the midpoint of the open interval /„.

Define a function f.R-^-R as follows:

fox) = nimn - a„)lix - an),   if x e (a„, mn], for n

= 0, ifxeF,

= n(A„ - mn)libn - x),   if x e [m„, bn), for n

Then/is well defined,/is continuous at each point of Fc, and/is discon-

tinuous at each point of F, since F is closed and nowhere dense in R.

It remains to be shown that the graph off is closed. If x e Fc, then,

since/is continuous on Fc, ix,y) is a limit point of the graph off only

if y =fox). Let/» e Fand 0¿¿ y e R. Let A: be a positive integer such that

—k<y<k. If xe\J^>kIn, then \fox)\>k. Therefore, there exists a

neighbourhood Nx of (/», y) such that ix,fox)) $ Nx, for all x e (Jn>* !„•

It follows from the construction off that there exists a neighbourhood N2

of (/», y) such that ix,fox)) <£ N2, for x e {\Jn=x /„} UF Hence the graph of

/is closed in RxR.

Remark 2. If F is a nowhere dense perfect subset of R, then the

function / constructed in the preceding theorem has a closed graph and

has a discontinuity of the second kind at each point of F. [That is, if

a e F, then either lima._a+/Lv) or limx_a-/(x) does not exist.]

3. We now give three examples to indicate some of the restrictions

encountered in an attempt to extend Theorem 2.

Example 1. In Theorem 2 we cannot omit the condition that X is

a Baire space. Let X be the space of rational numbers with the topology

inherited from R. Let {yn|«=l, 2, • •'■} be an enumeration of X. Define

ff.X^-R by foyn)=n. Then the graph of/is closed in XxR and £>(/) = X.
Example 2. There exists a compact Hausdorff space X (hence, a

Baire space) and a closed nowhere dense subset F of A" such that, if

f:X—>-R is a function with a closed graph, then D(/)-^F. Let X be the

space of all ordinals less than or equal to the first uncountable ordinal, Í2,

= 1,2,

= 1,2,
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with the order topology. Put F={Q}. Let/:A-»-,/? be any function with

a closed graph. A"—Fis countably compact, so, iff is continuous at each

point of X— F,f must be bounded on X—F. This implies, by Remark 1,

that D(J)^F.
Example 3. In Theorem 2, we cannot replace Rn with an arbitrary

metric space. Let X denote the real line with the usual metric and let Y

denote the real line with the discrete metric. Let/be the identity function

from A" into Y. Then/has a closed graph and D(f)=X.
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